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•  Chiral-odd effect (couples to ϒ5σµν) 
⇒ higher order effect 

Motivation: Understanding the 
Parton Content of the Nucleon

•  Very little (compared to Δq); 
limited experimental data 

x δu

x δd
 PRD 75, 

054032 (2006) 
Anselmino, et 

al.•  Constrained by Soffer bound:

Soffer bound

Soffer bound

         is the probability of finding a quark 
with spin equal (opposite) to S⊥
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Measurement of AN
Measured asymmetry

Prediction (estimate):

Spin transfer coefficient
Spin transfer & parton kinematics (x, x´) calculated

using STAR simulation package (GEANT + PYTHIA)
including full jet reconstruction & trigger effects

Statistically significant measurements 
(σ~AN) can be made at pT ≤ 30 GeV 

Statistical error (estimate):

        Use  inclusive jet ATT  measurement from same data 
Integrated luminosity ≈ 1 pb-1 
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Experimental Apparatus (S.T.A.R.)

BBC: relative polarization luminosities; 
minimum bias trigger

TPC: charged particle tracking; dE/dx PID 

BEMC, EEMC: barrel/endcap calorimeters for triggering, jet reconstruction 
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1) TPC track or EMC tower used as “seed” 

2) hits inside fixed radius determine cluster 
energy

3) neighboring clusters calculated & 
merged if energy overlap > 50%

pT > 5 GeV

Jet Reconstruction

High 
Tower

Jet
Patch

Results from 
several triggers
compared

BEMC EEMC

Jet Patch trigger:
Requires 400 localized 
“patches” (ΔΦ = Δη = 1)
as a cluster for soft fragmentation;
threshold JP1 > 7.8 GeV
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BEMC, TPC
edge

backward 
BEMC, TPC
edge
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Kinematic coverage

ΔR measures collimation 
of particles within jet 

Lower pT cut is a tradeoff between 
statistics and gluon event 
contamination:

qg

gg

qq

STAR simulation (PYTHIA + GEANT) at √s = 200 GeV

(nominal)
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Jet-based coordinate system

Selected jT range

Need to separate into ↑ and ↓ spin
states, weight each point by

sin (ϕS–ϕπ) and calculate asymmetry
(also for z)
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